PRESS RELEASE

SONEMA launches a new service offer
dedicated to IT and network security
Monaco 18th April 2017
To assist clients in addressing the new challenges of network and data security, SONEMA is launching a
complete range of services to help resolve these issues.
These days, IT systems are at the heart of all business procedures. Omnipresent and always evolving, they absorb and treat
increasingly sensitive information every day. As cornerstones of strategic development for businesses, they are particularly
vulnerable to the threat of an attack.
With that in mind, CISO and CSO roles are evolving and becoming more structured to address security issues and use
suitable procedures and tools. Faced with the growing complexity of IT systems, they need to transparently monitor and
control data and applications whilst optimising investment costs at the same time.
To assist clients with these challenges, SONEMA is launching a IT and network security service offer. The new proposal
revolves around 3 essential services:
•

Auditing and consultancy
SONEMA will put together a comprehensive and accurate diagnosis of the state of the infrastructures in order to
offer recommendations for improvement. The diagnosis will take into account all technical, system and organisational
aspects.

•

Mail protection
This fully-managed service protects clients email systems by means of Next-Generation UTM (Unified Threat MGT)
firewalls and email gateways coupled with sandboxes, that provides an effective defence against spam and the latest
generation of zero-day type viruses.

•

Network protection
In As-a-Service mode, Network protection safeguards incoming and outgoing internet traffic (web browsing,
streaming, Peer2Peer, VPN) as well as mobile user traffic.

To assist clients in their understanding of these problems, SONEMA has also just published a White Paper on IT security,
which details the best practices in terms of network and data protection in a clear and pragmatic fashion.
Catherine Delom, SONEMA’s Managing Director: « Security is at the heart of the issue for our clients. Business applications are
developing fast, internet use is becoming more and more intensive, while threats and attacks are evolving and increasing. In this type
of environment, SONEMA has made security a priority, to allow our clients to focus on their goals. This new offer perfectly illustrates
our commitment to supporting our customers when faced with this type of problem and offering them tailormade solutions. »
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ABOUT SONEMA
In a digital environment which is continuously evolving, data control and exploitation are and will remain an integral part of competitiveness and
distinctiveness of companies. It has become essential to set up a strategy to secure flows and protect data.
By operating and managing scalable, bespoke telecommunications solutions, Sonema supports its customers in their projects every day. With
commitment in mind, and with a strong understanding of what is at stake, we want to be a proactive partner for our customers by allowing them to
concentrate on the heart of their profession and on their business innovation.
Faithful to our values of respect, transparence and responsibility, we place trust at the heart of the relation with our customers.
Sonema, also means:
• 65 colleagues who are committed to our customers, every day
• 600 customer installation in 50 countries
• 50 certified partners all over the African continent
• Sonema is founding member of the CEMA (Club of Monegasque Entrepreneurs in Africa)

More information: www.sonema.com - Press contact: communication@sonema.com
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